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Retirement for Detective Jim Thorburn

Story and another photo on page 7. Photos By Diane Jacek.

Congratulations to the
2022 Beautification
award recipients in AP!

Story and more photos on page 5.

Hamilton
Publishing

Cabrini holds
Share Night at
Culver’s in AP

From: Jim Jacek
Cabrini school set
up a share night at Culver's Restaurant on October 4. Once a date is
set up, the message is
passed out to eat at Culver's, and a percentage
of sales is given back to
the school that can be
used for scholarships
or purchases.

Savings in the Guardian
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Allen Park Police
Department Weekly Summary
OPERATING UNDER THE
INFLUENCE OF LIQUOR/ALCOHOL
Date: 09/11/2022
22-8449
Operating Under the
Influence of Liquor/
Alcohol
09/11/2022 at
approximately 0120
hours
OFFENDER:
IMPOUNDED
VEHICLE:
Dark blue 2021
Chevrolet Trailblazer,
Ml Plate
INFORMATION:
On the above date and
time, an Officer was
conducting stationary
RADAR on Outer Dr.,
just east of Enterprise
Dr. (facing e/b traffic).
The Officer observed a
dark blue 2021 Chevrolet Trailblazer, Ml
Plate: traveling w/b
Outer Dr., approaching Enterprise Dr, in
my rear view mirror.
The Officer could observe the vehicle traveling at a high rate of
speed, but came to a
stop at the red traffic
signal at Outer Dr.
and Enterprise Dr.
When the traffic signal turned green for
Outer Dr., Chevrolet
took off at a high rate
of speed, almost hitting the curb in the
right lane. The Officer
entered the roadway
to follow the Chevrolet, but had to accelerate at a high rate
of speed, close to 70
MPH, just to catch
up to the Chevrolet.
While the Officer was
attempting to catch
up to the Chevrolet,
he observed the moving back and forth between the left lane divider and right curb.
He was finally able to
catch up to the Chevrolet at Outer Dr. and
Southfield
Service
Dr. The Officer then
observed the Chevrolet make a prohibited
turn, turning right
onto the nib Southfield Service Dr.
(No turn on red sign).
The Officer then initiated a traffic stop,
where the vehicle
came to a stop on the
n/b Southfield Service
Dr.

Location: 1000 OUTER DR.,
ALLEN PARK
Time: 1:20 PM

He made contact with
the driver, and requested his Ml Ops,
vehicle registration
and vehicle insurance.
Teh driver provided
me his Ml Ops; The
Ofiicer could smell the
odor of intoxicants
emanating from the
vehicle and observed
watery eyes. Teh Officer asked where he
was coming from and
where he was going.
He stated that he was
picking up his cousin,
nephew and cousin's
friend from a residence in River Rouge
and then taking everyone back to his house.
The Officer asked if he
had consumed any alcohol, which stated he
consumed "two shots"
approximately
an
hour prior. The Officer confirmed driving
status was valid and
informed him that
due to his driving behavior and admitting
to consuming alcohol,
that he would need
him to provide the
Standardized
Field
Sobriety Tests. Harris
stated that he would
comply and exited his
vehicle. After exited
his vehicle, the Officer
patted him down to
make sure that he did
not have any weapons on him. He asked
if he had any medical
issues that would prevent him from performing the tests. He
stated that he did have
sciatica, but that it
would not be an issue
when performing the
tests. The following
tests were completed:
H O R I Z O N TA L
GAZE NYSTAGMUS:
The Officer gave him
the instructions for
the test, which he stated he understood. The
Officer conducted the
medical checks, looking for a resting nystagmus (none present) equal tracking
and equal pupil size.
While
performing
the test, he observed
a lack of smooth pursuit, the onset of nys-
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tagmus prior to 45
degrees and a distinct
and sustained nystagmus at maximum
deviation (6 clues).
WALK AND TURN:
The Officer had him
get into the starting
position and to not
move from that position until he informed
him to do so. He stated he understood.
While the Officer was
explaining the test to
him, he was unable to
keep his balance and
stepped away from
the starting position.
The Officer completed explaining the test
to him, which he stated he understood. On
multiple steps, he did
not step heel to toe,
also stopped on multiple steps before continuing, did not step
the correct amount of
steps on both trips and
did not turn around
as instructed by mthe
Officer (5 clues).
ONE LEG STAND:
The Officer had him
get into the starting
position while he explained the test. He
stated he understood
the test. He began and
lifted his foot and immediately put it down
to maintain his balance. He lifted his foot
again to continue and
immediately began to
raise his arms for balance, he started to hop
and sway to maintain
his balance. After
multiple attempts to
complete the test, the
Officer
terminated
the test for his safety.
The Officer read his
Preliminary Breath
Test Rights and asked
if he would provide a
breath sample. He provided a breath sample
of .20 BAC. The Officer informed that he
was to be placed under arrest for OUIL;
was handcuffed (TC/
DL) behind his back,
searched and placed
in the rear of Vehicle #33. While the
Officer was speaking
with him, another
officer was speaking

MOTOR VEHICLE THEFT
Date: 09/11/2022

Location: 1000 WINONA,
ALLEN PARK
Time: 8:30 PM

22-8479
Motor Vehicle Theft
Between hours of
2030 of 09/11/2022
and 0200 of
09/12/2022
STOLEN VEHICLE:
White 2019 Ford
Edge, Ml Plate
INFORMATION:
On the above date and
time, an Officer was
dispatched to Winona
in reference to a motor vehicle theft. Dispatch advised that a
white 2019 Ford Edge
was taken from the
caller's driveway.
The Officer arrived on
scene and made contact with the owner
of the vehicle's husband. He advised that
the Ford was parked
in the home's driveway, all the way to
the backyard gate. He
stated that the last
time he and his wife
had observed the Ford

was on 09/11/2022 at
approximately 2030
hours, before the two
went to bed.
The Officer spoke with
the wife and asked if
she had the Ford Pass
mobile app on her
phone.
She retrieved her
phone and showed me
the app; The Officer
attempted to access
the vehicle's location
on the app, but was
unable to due to it not
being connected to
the vehicle.
The Officer searched
the driveway for any
damage that may have
come from the Ford,
but did not locate any.
The Officer observed
the whole driveway to
still be wet from the
rain from during the
night on 09/12/2022;
from
approximately 0100-0200 hours,
there was rainfall.

This led then to believe that the Ford was
taken either before
the rainfall or during
the rainfall.
The Officer attempted to locate any surveillance cameras on
any of the neighbor's
residences, but was
unable to locate any.
The Officer advised
that the Ford would
be entered into LEIN
as stolen and a message would be put out
to local jurisdictions
about the stolen vehicle. The Officer also
advised them to contact customer support
of the Ford Pass to see
if they could possibly
locate the vehicle or
activate the Ford on
her mobile app.
The Officer contacted
dispatch to enter the
Ford into LEIN as stolen, which was then
confirmed.

to the register owner of the vehicle, on
the cell phone of one
of the passengers.
While informing that
her vehicle was to be
impounded, she informed Ofc. that her
handgun may be in
the vehicle. She stated
that she did not tell
that there was a gun
in the vehicle and the
Officer spoke with
him who stated he did
not know that there
was a handgun in the
vehicle. The Officers
had the occupants of
the vehicle exit and
located a purple/black
Ruger SR22 underneath the driver's seat.
The Ruger was recovered and had a loaded
magazine with a
round in the cham-

ber. The Officer did
not believe he knew
the handgun was inside the vehicle and
that was confirmed
by the owners statement. The Officer secured the handgun
in his vehicle. City
Towing was notified
to impound the vehicle. The Officer completed an inventory
search and then the
vehicle was impounded without issue. The
Officer transported
the driver to the Allen
Park Police Department where he was
processed and housed
with out issue. The Officer read his Chemical Test Rights from
the Dl-177 and began
the observation time
at 0219 hours. He stat-

ed he understood his
rights and would provide a breath sample.
A breath sample was
provided of .19 BAC
at 0237 hours and
0240 hours of .20
BAC.
The Officer checked
the handgun in LEIN
to make sure that it
was not stole and registered to LEIN provided the information
that it was not stolen
and registered to her.
The Officer entered
the handgun into LERMS for safekeeping
and placed it in Locker #7.
The Officer issued a
citation to the driver,
for Operating Under
the Influence of Liquor.
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ALLEN PARK
ATHLETICS
ON THE SIDELINE:
WILLIE NELSON, OMELETTES, HANNIBAL
LECTER AND FRANKENMUTH

By Don Richter
drichter101@comcast.net
On the road again.
Just can’t wait to
get on the road again.
With all due respect to the legendary Willie Nelson,
who wrote and sang
the above two lines in
his hit single “On The
Road Again,” I have
been living the life of
a touring music performer the past few
weeks.
I’ve been traveling all over southeast
Michigan for my job
these past few weeks,
plus at the same time
going out to the west

side of the state for
a get-together with
a group of longtime
friends and driving up
to Frankenmuth for a
couple days to spend
time with family.
Whew.
It’s been quite the
few weeks behind the
wheel.
Visiting Frankenmuth, though, I must
say, was an interesting,
enjoyable and very
culinary satisfying experience. What a cool
place. I hadn’t been up
there in probably close
to 40 years. Dang, that
makes me sound old.
But in all actuality, it
really had been that
long of a time between
visits to Frankenmuth
for yours truly.
I need to go back
more often.
First off, the touristy section of the city
where I stayed and
spent all of my time
was one of the most

colorful, sumptuous,
decadent, overflowing
flower-filled feasts for
the eyes I have ever
witnessed. The whole
scene felt as if I was on
some sort of Disney set
or cast in a 1950s-era
movie. The downtown
area of Frankenmuth
was so perfect looking. I expected to look
over my shoulder and
see Jimmy Stewart and
Donna Reed walking
arm-in-arm down the
sidewalk (kids, Google them).
I stayed at the gorgeous Bavarian Inn
downtown. The hotel is smack dab in
the middle of everything and looks like it
should be located in
the Swiss Alps instead
of mid-Michigan.
While “Frankie,”
as my sister calls Frankenmuth, is a feast
for the eyes, it’s also
certainly and without doubt a feast for

the stomach. I swear
I gained 10 pounds
during the two days I
spent in the “‘Muth,”
as I call it.
One of the largest
meals I had in Frankenmuth was a chicken dinner (is there
anything else?) at
Zehnder’s Restaurant.
World famous for
their chicken dinners,
Zehnder’s did not disappoint. Oh man, I
couldn’t stop eating.
The food was so delicious. To make me
stop inhaling pieces
of chicken after pieces
of chicken after pieces of chicken, etc., the
staff at Zehnder’s was
forced to take drastic
measures. Like Hannibal Lecter, in the
movie “Silence of the
Lambs,” the waitstaff
at Zehnder’s had to
place a mask over my
mouth and strap me to
a dolly and wheel me
out of the restaurant

The Bavarian Inn in Frankenmuth.
before finally releasing
me to my family waiting outside by the car.
Sadly, I don’t think I’m
allowed to return.
On my last day in
the “‘Muth,” I stopped
in to check out Bronner’s. Dubbed as one of
the largest, year-round
C hr ist mas-t heme d
attractions in the
world, Bronner’s certainly lived up to that
boast. With tempera-

tures outside in the
80s and blue, sunny
skies above, the atmosphere of Bronner’s
still felt like Christmastime in December
as Christmas tunes
blared throughout the
parking lot and inside the place itself.
With every conceivable Christmas decoration and themed
item imaginable lining
continued on page 8

APHS Homecoming 2022!
AP Defeats Edsel Ford 48-0!

Congratulations to Homecoming Queen
Luci Granata and Homecoming King
Gilberto Chaps! Photos By:
Captured 4 Life Photography
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CABRINI
ATHLETICS
CABRINI CROSS COUNTRY

CHSL CARDINAL DIVISION JAMBOREE #1

From: Sara Forystek
The boys and Girls
cross country teams
competed at CHSL
Cardinal Division Jamboree #1 Wednesday.
The meet was held at
Memorial Park in Royal Oak. The girls came
in third place. The girls
were led by Ava Teed
who came in first place.
She was less than a second away from breaking the school record.

The girls team had
three in the top 20. Ava
was joined by her sister
Nicole Teed (13th) and
Elaine Teed (18th).
The boys team came in
fourth place. The boys
were led by Christopher Russelburg who
came in first place. The
boys also had three in
the top 20. Christopher
was joined by Brayden
McKay (12th) and Logan Eiden (17th).

Boys Results
Christopher Russelburg 1st
Brayden McKay
12th
17th
Logan Eiden
Ralph Kaleniecki		
Kieran Fix
PR
Carter Russelburg
PR
Emiliano Nava
PR
Jack Fitzgerald
PR

16:42.6
19:30.9
20:13.1
21:01.0
21:55.8
22:00.7
22:08.4
22:27.2

Girls Results
Ava Teed PR
1st
Nicole Teed
13th
18th
Elaine Teed PR
Grace Kendziuk
PR
Ella Brash
		
Amy Tran
PR
Ashley Pelc
PR
Antonina Pizzo
Marin Genaw
PR
Jean Stefani
PR

19:29.0
23:07.4
24:05.6
25:55.4
27:42.0
26:34.0
27:54.8
27:58.7
31:36.3
37:27.9

CABRINI GIRLS GOLF

CABRINI GIRLS GOLF
TEAM RESULTS
By: Sara Forystek
The Cabrini Girls
Golf Team made school
history on Thursday by
playing in the school's
first ever match. The
team traveled to Southgate / South Winds
Golf Course to compete and win their first
match! The team was

led by Senior Elaine
Teed with a score of 45.
Followed by Juniors
Nicole Teed and Ava
Teed both coming in
with 51. Rounding out
the scoring was Senior
Riley Bekrija with a 52.
This well balanced attack produced a team
score of 199. Getting

great experience and
finishing strong were
Senior Kyra Mosier and Junior Kaitlyn
Jabczenski. The team
looks to build on this
early success and compete throughout the
season.

Congratulations to the
2022 Beautification
award recipients in AP!

From: City of Allen
Park Beautification
Commission
We appreciate all
you do who help make
Allen Park a beautiful
town to live in!

2022 Winner
Addresses:
Residential:
8498 Quandt
15441 Oceana
15671 Horger
15729 Oceana
15297 Jonas
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CABRINI GIRLS GOLF
PARTICIPATES IN
3-SCHOOL TEAM “MIXER”
From: Sara Forystek
Last Thursday the
girl’s golf team participated in a 3-school
team “mixer” scramble
golf event.
Cabrini
girls were teamed up
with Southgate Anderson and Woodhaven High School girls
in this inter school
match. It was a competitive day filled with

great team and school
sportsmanship.
The
1st place team came
in at a score of 36
(Elaine Teed, Ava
Teed {Cabrini} Oliva
{Southgate}
Aylyssa
{Woodhaven}).
2nd
place came in just one
stroke behind with
a 37 (Emily Wagner,
Kyra Mosier {Cabrini},
Ava {Southgate}, Alli-

son{Woodhaven}. 3rd
place was at 38 (Nicole
Teed {Cabrini}, Sophia
{Woodhaven},
Mia
{Southgate}).
Rounding out the
day Riley Bekrija, Kaitlyn Jabczenski, and
Faith Sterling team
scores all came in with
a 40.

9662 Reeck
15204 Champaign
17414 Leslie
9057 Ruth
15753 Promenade
Business:
6617 Allen Road
7740 Allen Road
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Cabrini
Homecoming
2022

Congrats to Homecoming Queen Elaine
Teed and King Owen Tomsic!
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May’s Bakery

From: Jim Jacek
The Allen Park
Chamber of Commerce business feature
is May’s bakery. They
are located at 6617 Allen Road in Allen Park.

The bakery features
cookies,
cupcakes,
cannoli, and custom
made cakes for weddings, birthdays, anniversaries, and more.
They are open 7 days

a week, from 9am to
7pm Monday through
Saturday. On Sundays,
they close at 5pm. You
can reach them at (313)
551-5051.

Cop On A Block Meeting
Celebrates Retirement for
Detective Jim Thorburn

➢ continued from page 1
From: Jim Jacek
On September 28,
2022, Detective Jim
Thorburn held his
last Cop On A Block
on Markese Street in

Allen Park. He has
retired from the police department. Cop
on a block shows residents how they can
help prevent break-ins
and what crimes were

committed in the
area. Detroit Wing
Company and Papas
Pizza provided dinner
for the guests. Happy
Retirement Jim!

Fall Hours Begin

After Labor Day Weekend, the Allen Park Public Library is going to Fall Hours:
Monday, Tuesday, and Thursday the library will be open from 10:00am until 8:00pm.
Wednesday, Friday, and Saturday the library will be open from 10:00am until 3:00pm.
Curbside hours will run all day during our open hours and end 15 minutes before we close.
The library will be closed on Sundays.

Automatic Renewal

Beginning October 1, 2020, materials you check out will be automatically renewed as long as they can be renewed!
Items will auto-renew as long as:
1) The item renewal limit is not reached (Allen Park items may be renewed 2 times, other library materials may vary)
2) The item is not on hold for another patron.
3) Your account is not blocked for other reasons.
If your items are not automatically renewing, you may always call the library staff during operational hours.
Allen Park Guardian
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ON THE SIDELINE:
WILLIE NELSON, OMELETTES, HANNIBAL
LECTER AND FRANKENMUTH
➢ continued from page 4
shelves upon shelves
upon shelves in a football-field sized building, Bronner’s was
amazing.
On the way home,
just before turning
onto the freeway, I
decided after all the
walking I did at Bronner’s that I was hungry.
I gazed to my right and
saw the sign for Tony’s Restaurant. I had
completely forgotten
that Tony’s was nearby
Frankenmuth in the
neighboring town of
Birch Run. I had eaten
there multiple times
before returning from
other trips not asso-

ciated with “Frankie.”
Tony’s is known statewide for its LARGE
SERVINGS of food.
And I mean LARGE.
So LARGE that my
farmer’s
omelette
was made with NINE
EGGS. The omelette
was as large as a couch
pillow. After getting
over the initial shock
and awe of the mammoth monstrosity of
an omelette heavily
plopped down in front
of me, I proceeded to
devour it completely
in a fairly easy fashion.
I haven’t yet figured
out what that actually
says about me.
Either way, it’s

been a crazy, fun-filled
whirlwind of a few
weeks recently.
On the road again.
Just can’t wait to
get on the road again.
I just need a nap
first.
And a larger pair
of jeans…

The super-sized, nine-egg omelette at Tony’s
Restaurant.
Allen Park Guardian
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Made in Michigan 2022
➢ continued from page 1
From: Jim Jacek
The Allen Park
Made in Michigan
Street Fair was held
on September 23 to
September 25, 2022
on Allen Road. There
were over 100 vendors, and the Mitten
Kids Activity Zone.
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Live bands included
Atomic Radio on Friday, Phoenix Theory
on Saturday, and Major Dudes on Sunday.
On Sunday, Michigan
Authors held a book
signing and a meet
the author under the
tent event.
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